magnanimity

patience

loyalty to an underling

the need prove one's self
the need for self-determination
the need for rest and recreation

loyalty to a leader

compassion

the need to be remembered the need for privacy the need for fulfillment and happiness
the need for closure

the flip side of immortality the

the need for dignity

the need for play

the need to maintain an image

inferiority complex
bitterness

intellectualism

personal
ideology
fatalism

strength in unity isolationism

pacifism

attachment to one's ship

free love

turn the other cheek

pride in one's ship
neo-luddism

anti-intellectualism

animosity

defiance
hostility

pleasure in taking exercise

pleasure in cooking the joys of love

pleasure in antiquing

contempt

human pleasure pleasure in dancing

open mindedness

rudeness

the desire to be worshiped
the desire to achieve one's full potential

cunning

courtesy

fortitude

career

pursuing one's dream

pleasure in telling someone to shut the hell up

charitable volunteering

passion for medicine

hospitality

facing life in isolation
facing life in an insane asylum

human aspiration

love vs. career

life choice

the human condition

trust in a potential foe

practical dilemma

shame

guilt

logic vs. gut feeling

temptation

bloodlust

questioning one's sanity

aggrievedness

loneliness remorse

rage

envy

personal ethical
dilemma
Sophie's choice
kill or be killed

human emotion

predator vs. prey

duty vs. conviction

compassion vs. self-preservation

carnal love

love

epic love

duty vs. great need

first crush

obsessive infatuation
forbidden love

falling in love

sexual attraction

duty vs. self-preservation

parental love

love at first sight
unconditional love

platonic love

unrequited love

confronting an old ghost

desperation
anxiety

religious fervor

culture shockoverwhelm

state of mind

misandry

misanthropy

feeling of helplessness denial sullenness ennui feeling of unfulfillment
feeling undeserving of one's happiness
moodiness

romantic love

obsession

misogyny

megalomania
personal conviction

apprehension

putting on a brave face

suppressed memories

withdrawal from society

maker and machine
discipline of a child
parental pride expecting parents dealing with children
guardian and child
adoption
motherly instinct

on the move parenting

family affairs

youthful indiscretion

orphanhood imaginary friend

multicultural upbringing

leaving the nest

sucking up

silent understanding

human-human
interaction
betrayal
lying

courtship

putting differences aside

enantiodromia

table manners
the meaning of please leadership

compromising placing blame

cooperation
goading

chain of command

friendship

pecking order

interaction social skills
negotiation

military pecking order

loss of inhibition the bureaucrat at command

old people love

for better or for worse

female bonding

bonding

male bonding

teen romance

love triangle

fiancee and fiancee

fall out from a one night stand

romantic relationship

pity sex
long distance relationship doctor and patient relationship old man fetish

working together under stress
office politics solidarity
peer pressure alienation of friends working together in spite of disagreement
workplace relations

falling out of friendship

long lost lovers cross cultural romance

keeping secrets

competition among friends

belonging group

flattery

blaming someone else for one's problems

loss of self-control demagoguery

common courtesy

teenage angst

reverse psychology

second guessing a superior duplicity expressing feelings
mutual trust

up

brother and sister

clash of wills reunion with a loved one

reminiscence

competition

role models

sibling rivalry

intimidation
mutual respect

rivalry bluffing

depression

adolescence black sheep

brothersister
andandbrother
growing
sister

reconciliation clash of Wills

transporter phobia
video game addiction
sleep deprivation

suppressed emotion
succumbing to dark emotions

parenting

fatherly disappointment in a son

second guessing one's self

affliction of the mind

escape from reality

mother and daughter

parent and child

mother and son

daughter

having a preconception challenged

paranoia

Stockholm Syndrome

selective memory
feeling of being misunderstood

custody battle

self-loathing

psychopathy

monophobia

father and son

mentor and protégé meddling parent
father and
single motherhood

social interaction

jealousy
intoxication

motherly disappointment in a son

childhood as an outsider child and pet

sloth

descent into madness

tragic love

infatuation

duty vs. friendship

deadly sin

paranoid delusion

nostalgia

paternal love
love of a pet

hope vs. despair

working parents

reunion with a long lost son

uncle and nephew

moral rationalization of a belief
discovering a hidden talent

mental illness
arachnophobia delusion of grandeur
drug addiction
fear of the unknown delusion of being an android

hope determination

survival vs. compromising one's ethical principles

facing one's darker side

pride

hypochondria

in the face of death

pleasant emotion

trading one life for another

the life of a loved one vs. the good of humanity

compassion vs. regulation

survival of one's species
survival man
vs. beast

a wider world self-deception soul searching

biting off more than one can chew

wrath

gluttony

empathy
pacifism vs. self-preservation
bliss courage
preemptive strike in self defense the greater good
awe
the life of a friend vs. the lives of many
sacrifice to save a hated enemy
saving a friend vs. self-preservation to tell the truth vs. offering a comforting lie

divided loyalty

man vs. nature

agent vs. fugitive
captor vs. captive

lamentation over a lost love

avaricelust

coping with the death of one's entire crew

escaping an existential risk

introspection
life lesson

coping with the death of a friend

coping with the death of a spouse

man vs. captivity fight to the death

taking responsibility for one's actions

vengefulness
angst

the good of the many vs. the needs of the few

taking matters into one's own hands

facing the end of one's species

stepping up to the task

repressing one's hatred

hatred

to kill or to spare
killing in self-defense
marooning a friend vs. self-preservation
exterminating a xenocidal species vs. compromising one's ethical principles

conflict of duty

pet sitting

bird in a gilded cage overcoming an addiction

facing a conspiracy

letting go of the past

playing it fair vs. taking an advantage

duty vs. love

coping with the death of a pet

overcoming adversity

holding one's tongue

trusting one's senses

saving innocent lives vs. compromising one's ethical principles

duty vs. conscience

coping coping
with
death
with the death of a grandparent

standing up to a boss

facing the unknown

facing a ship-crisis standing up to a bully fear of an unknown future
overcoming a personal loss

having a change of heart

grief

frustration embarrassment
irritation fear for one's life

self-preservation vs. saving a people
saving the life of one's father vs. duty for safety of many

the calculus of human life

coping with the death of a parent

coping with the death of a child coping with the death of a fiance
coping with the death of a subordinate
coping with suicide

facing a mortal enemy postponing grief facing a challenge

remembrance

unpleasant
emotion
despair anger

anguish

risk taking vs. playing it safe

regret

disappointment

fear

compassion vs. logic

xenocide vs. foregoing personal gain

coping with the death of a fellow compatriot

coming to an insight about one's self coming to terms with things
beating one's self up
exercising self-restraint
disillusionment catharsis getting a taste of one's own medicine
lesson in humility

tough decision

trust in intentions vs. trust in judgement

choosing between just causes

coping with an overbearing jerk

facing one's darkest fear

facing life in captivity

rationalization of a belief

coping with a bad boss
coping with an incompetent boss

coping with problematic people

coping with an irrational boss coping with a spoiled brat
coping with an incompetent coworker

swallowing one's pride metamorphosis trusting one's conscience self-image

decision making in the face of uncertainty
tough love carrot vs. stick inaction vs. to fumble in the dark

hopeless search vs. to abandon hope

coping with a life-changing event

putting things in perspective seeing the error of one's ways

pursuing one's dream vs. saving a friend
stop being a general nuisance to the community vs. death
thirst for knowledge vs. safety

coping with personal failure

coping with being separated from one's home culture

coping with living in a foreign culture

self-confidence

choosing between job opportunities

personal freedom vs. romantic love

fight vs. flee

overcoming inhibitions

coping with opposing a friend
killing an injured pet
letting go of a lover

coping with the death of one's entire family

facing an invading force convalescence

fighting the odds

coping

coping with the necessary

coping with being pitied

coping with becoming obsolete
coping with an attempted rape

coping with having let someone down

facing an overpowering adversary coming out of the closet

the desire for glory womanly desire to be beautiful

coping with rejection

coping with having a predetermined life

challenges in life

passion for archaeology the desire to accumulate wealth

leaving one's old life behind

sacrifice for a subordinate

sacrificing one's self to contain a pandemic
sacrifice self and crew to foil an enemy

the desire for redemption

stepping down from one's position

self-sacrifice sacrifice for one's people

struggling with a life-changing decision

coping with disagreeable orders

coping with being abandoned

sacrifice for a friend

sacrifice for a loved one

the allure of eternal beauty

homework vs. play happiness vs. security
curiosity and compassion vs. self-preservation
accumulation of wealth vs. personal development
selling one's soul
deal with the devil
tradition vs. safety

coping with being tortured

delivering bad news

coping with having injured a friend

coping with a personal tragedy

sacrificing one's self for the universe
sacrifice for an obsession

sacrifice for an adversary

human
characteristic

freezing up in a critical moment

coping with the loss of a charge

sacrifice for one's beliefs

the desire for prestige

the lust for power

coping with the rigors of command

coping with mortality

sacrifice for a cause

the desire for vengeance

the thirst for knowledge

coping with stress

overcoming a limitation

selfless service

pleasure in eating pleasure in shooting firearms
passion for space exploration the desire for justice
personal development
pleasure in horseback riding
passion for music
hope for a bright future
pleasure in hunting the beauty of nature
career advancement the
quest for immortality

pleasure in solving a puzzle

despicable characteristic

cowardice cruelty single mindedness
imitativeness
credulity
pridefulness
intransigence mischievousness selfishness
tardiness
outrageous lack of emotion

admirable
characteristic
creativity responsibility

living up to expectations

coping with excruciating pain command decision cracking under pressure

coping with post-traumatic stress disorder

naiveté

deviousness egotism

cat killing curiosity altruism

fairness
heroism honesty

human
disposition

pleasure in listening to music

pleasure in beating the tar out of someone

ingenuity

honor tenacity

purpose in life

hubris
arrogancechildish pridefulness

avariciousness

childishness vanity

strength of will
humility
inquisitiveness
courage
Spartan asceticism
stoicism
chivalry

prejudice resentment

moral outrage

communism
just be yourself
ideological Americanism a people's conviction in a way of life

hedonism

integrity

antagonistic disposition

patriotism attachment to land

coping with an affliction

coping with tight boots
stubbornness
coping with aging
unruliness sadism ruthlessness
coping with insomnia
coping with a friend's terminal illness
prudishness
hypocrisy irreverence malevolence
complacency closed mindedness
coping with a loss of faith
coping with a traumatic experience
prickliness
coping with being horribly disfigured

coping with a disability

distaste for attention
righteousness reclusiveness

grudge

revulsion

respect for the beliefs of another

loyalty to a superior

loyalty

respect for an enemy

the need for self-vindication

attachment to livelihood

traditionalism

trust

admiration
graciousness in defeat pity loyalty to one's species
faith in a friend
tenderness
tolerance magnanimity in victory

heritage
the need for a challenge in life

the need for respect from one's peers

vegetarianism

conviction

the need for companionship

the need to get there on one's own merits
human need
the need for procreation

the need to be accepted
cultural
the need for friendship

loyalty to a friend

loyalty to a cause
kindness

coping with a friend who is overexerting himself
coping with a friend who is losing his mind coping with senility
coping with a bad hangover
coping with cold feet
coping with amnesia

amicable disposition

mercy

need for freedom

coping with menopause

coping with a terminal illness

loyalty to a group

office romance

lovers' quarrel

husband and wife

young man and old woman romance

young woman and old man romance

